ABSTRACT

Through bound to his hearth and home, his property of life commencement on residence, man is an animal who adores traveling, if just to scan for new endeavors or investigate new terrains to prevail over and possess. Since the start of mankind's history, this urge to move about has been a vital human movement. Shape the soonest notable times man has loved the craving to identify the obscure, the investigate new and abnormal places, to look for progressions of environment and to experience new encounters. There was a period when men and ladies along with their families or tribes wandered about in inquiry of nourishment and safe house, and all the while, uncovered new zones to settle down. The quest for sustenance and asylum expedited new victories and undertakings. The mythologies, legends and memorable of different countries hold decodings of such experience. The present study is highlights A Social Aspects of Tourism Development in Maharashtra

For the research work, a clear thought out research methodology applied. The entire study confined to the state of Maharashtra

In this research Chapter -1 Introduction had focused on Definition of Tourism, Theory of Contemporary Tourism, Historical Development, Social significance of Tourism Social Aspects of Tourism.

Chapter – 2 had highlighted review of Literature, research Methodology, Objective of the Study and Limitation of the Study. Chapter -3 had focused on Tourism Industry in India

The 4th Chapter of Social Aspects and Tourism Sector for India, Role of Government, Invitation by the Government for Promotion. The 5th Chapter of Tourism in Maharashtra: An Introduction.
The 6\textsuperscript{th} chapter of Conclusion had described observation and findings come up to conclusion on the basis of research.